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Designed to create effective learning and training environments, the Pixel Collection fosters connections and creativity. Pixel C-Leg and T-Leg Advanced are fully-featured tables, with one handed flip mechanism, an integrated wire management trough and optional molded edge available for either laminate or veneer tops. For classrooms, training and meeting rooms, these Advanced tables solve for the campus and the workspace.

A The C-Leg single sided table provides maximum knee clearance and is an excellent choice for classroom and open desking
B The T-Leg is a two-sided table well-suited for collaborative meetings. The trapezoid version is ideal to plan engaging hybrid meeting spaces.
C Wire management is accessed discreetly through a magnetic door
D Ganging brackets at all four corners enable seamless electrical wiring and create a continuous level surface when tables are connected
E Simple flip mechanism enables tables to nest for easy storage. The T-Leg features a pivoting leg that allows for straight nesting.

Warranty
10 Years

STATEMENT OF LINE

C-Leg
W: 48, 60, 72"
D: 18, 24, 30"

T-Leg (Rectangle Top)
W: 60, 72"
D: 30, 36"

T-Leg (Trapezoid Top)
W: 60, 72"
D: 30, 36"

FEATURES
+ Flip or fixed top models available
+ Molded edgeband permanently bonded seams prevent any liquids from collecting at the edge

FINISHES

Please visit knoll.com/surface-finish-library to view all finishes and swatches. Please work with a Knoll representative for specific configurations.
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